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Thomas White & Sons Limited
Laighpark Paisley Scotland
Telephone 041 -889 31 37
Telegrams "White, Paisley"
Telex 778137

OThe Company reserves the right to
amend specifications to accommodate
design improvements and material
availability,
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FIGURE 2. TB-3 speedsander
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FIGURE 3. TB-4 speedsander
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FIGURE 1. TB-2 speedsander

This high production, abrasive belt machine consists of separate sanding heads working on the top and bottom
surfaces during a single pass. The machine can be rated for various duties from fine finishing to heavy stock
removal. With the workpieces passing through on a single conveyor system and the two sand¡ng heads being
close coupled, the machine takes up little floor space while the constant feed height allows ¡t to fit ¡nto a flow
line system without difficulty.

Amongst the optional extras are finishing pads to work in conjunction w¡th the contact rolls so as to enhance
the surface finish.

A wide selection of accessories is available to meet special requirements,

principal features

* High speed production at rapid
feed rates due to high h.p.

* Can be used for accurate thick-
nessing and sizing as well as
surface finishing. Super finishing
features also available,

* Workpiece sanded on both sides
without need of turning over.

* Long, wide belts carry more abrasive
than drums.

* Abrasive belts operate over contact
and tensioning rolls, the contact
rolls being covered with rubber

whose hardness is tailored to the
machine's duty.

* Accommodates stock up to 5in thick.

* Helical serrations in contact rolls'
rubber cover ass¡st cutting action
of abrasive and help to prevent the
belt becoming clogged. The length
of belt promotes cool running
and enhances belt life.

* Ouick and easy belt changes.

* Pneumatically operated belt ten-
sioning and tracking.

* Pinch rolls hold workpiece firmly
during abrading operations.

* Workpiece is fed through the mach-
ine by roller feed unit having
steplessly variable speed.

* All high speed parts dynamically
balanced.

* Exhaust hoods provided with out-
lets ready for connection to special
extraction units (optional extra)
or to main factory dust exhaust
system.
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TB speedsander
specification

Main Frame:
The machine comprises two separate
f rames of welded steel construction
with electrical and pneumatic equip-
ment housed in cavities within the
f rames.

Feed Unit:
The feed bed is mounted on worm
gear jacks which provide a direct
adjustment to the upper 'feed rolls
and a corresponding adjustment to
the sanding gap under the top head.
Large diameter hand wheels allow
for easy manual adjustment, while
generous scales make f ine setting
easy. Backlash eliminators are provided
in the screw jacks.
Each power driven feed roll has a

spring loaded pinch roll idling opposite
it while billy rolls are located directly
opposite the contact rolls (and finishing
pads if fitted). An, over-run device
is fitted to the drive of each billy roll
to ensure that these always run at
the feed speed of the workpiece. The
smooth operation of the feed unit is
therefore not affected when it becomes
necessary to true up the billy rolls.
Both feed and pinch rolls are rubber
covered to provide good traction
and prevent marking of the workpiece.
The billy rolls are generally covered
in the same way. All these rolls rotate
on sealed-for-life ball bearings.

Feed Drive:
The drive for the entire feed is provided
by a motor with ample h.p. for feeding
work against the maximum sanding
pressure of the machine. A variable
speed mechånism in the feed drive
gives a stepless 3 : 1 feed range
with 33-100 ftlmin as standard.

Sanding Unit:
Each sanding unit is carried on a heavy
cast iron beam bolted to the main
frame at the drive side and supported
at the open end of the machine by a

heavy outboard bearing bracket. A
contact roll, which brings the abrasive
into contact with the workpiece,
rotates on two, heavy duty, spherical
roller bearings in which the radial
clearance has been reduced to the
minimum to prevent any possibility
of vibration.
To permit easy removal the contact
roll, together with ¡ts bearings, is
mounted on a rail assembly which is
carried on the main beam and which
supports the roll as it is being with-
drawn from the machine.
The tens¡on roll is also carried on
spherical roller bearings mounted on
a separate beam. This assembly is
carried on the ram of a heavy air
cylinder mounted on the main beam.
Both the contact and tensioning rolls
are dynamically balanced to ensure
freedom from vibration at h¡gh speed.
Adjustable platens are positioned close
to the infeed and outfeed side of each
contact roll and provide further control
of the workpiece in its passage through
the machine.

Gontact Rolls:
For general duties the machine is
equipped with 13] in diameter contact
rolls, but where it is to be used for
finishing work only, 18 in diameter
rolls are preferred. All contact rolls
have a high quality rubber covering
with helical setrations designed to
improve the sanding action, increase
the cutting ability and maintain a dust
free abrasive belt.

Main Drive:
Each head is independently powered
by its own main motor housed else-
where in the frame. The motor drives
the contact roll by 'V' belts and
facilities for belt tensioning are pro-
vided. A disc brake can halt each
contact roll in approximately four
seconds if one of the safety switches
should trip or ¡f the operator applies
the emergency stop.

Belt Tens¡oning and Tracking:
Tension on the abrasive belt is kept
constant by the pneumatic tens¡oning
system. Adjustment of air pressure
to the cylinder carrying the tension
assembly varies the belt tension. An
air pressure regulator is positioned
beside the valve which controls the
tensioning cylinder of each head.
Tracking of the abrasive belt is
controlled by means of sensing holes
located at each end of the tension
roll. These emit jets of low pressure
air adjacent to each edge of the belt
and any tendency for the belt to
wander from ¡ts normal running
position causes an interruption in
flow of one of the jets which init¡ates
corfective act¡on to return the belt
to its true running position by means
of a second cylinder act¡ng on the
tension roll system. A manual tracking
adjustment is also incorporated to
correct any unsymetrical action att-
ributable to the use of a biased belt.

Safety Arrangements:
Safety limit switches are mounted
on the sanding unit and will be
tripped in the event of malfunction
of the tracking system or abrasive
belt failure. Should a switch be
tripped, emergency stop button act-
uated, or an electrical failure occur,
the caliper type air brake will quickly
halt the sanding head. An electrical
interlock also prevents the head from
being started if the pressure is in-
sufficient to tension and track the
abrasive belt.

Exhaust:
Exhaust hoods are fitted for extracting
dust at the front of each contact drum
close to the actual cutting area and
also at each tension roll. An extra
hood is supplied to extract dust
from the cleaning brush when this is
fitted to the machine.

TB speedsander
specification

Electrical Equipment:
All the electrical equipment, including
push buttons and contactor gear,
is housed in cavities within the main
frame of the machine. The equipment
consists of star delta and direct-on-line
starters having no volt and thermal
overload protection plus H RC pro-
tect¡on. Motors are controlled from
a push button stat¡on where an
ammeter is also housed giving visual
indication of machine loading. An
isolating switch is part of the standard
equipment.

Optional Extras

Air Loaded Billy Rolls:
When the machine is not used for
thicknessing only, the billy rolls are
mounted on diaphragm-type air cyl-
inders which permit the rolls to float
to accommodate any dimensional
inegularities which may be present
in the workpiece when involved in a
finishing operation. The air pressure
in the cylinders can be regulated to
give any required contact pressure
and once set the pressure remains
constant regardless of variations in
the thickness of the workpiece. Pressure
in the cylinders can be increased
until there is no float and so the
machine can also be used for accurate
thicknessing.

Finishing Pad or Platen:
The finishing pad consists of a resilient
rubber cushion positioned immediately
behind the contact roll, the abrasive
belt being guided over the pad by
means of a high speed roll. The
narrow beam which carries the resilient
pad extends for the full width of the
machine and is positioned so that the
pad presses on the reverse side of
the abrasive belt holding it against
the workpiece to produce a long
scratch pattern. The pad is covered
with anti-friction material to prevent
drag on the belt. The finishing pad
can be adjusted vertically and there-
fore can either be used on its own, or
in conjunction with the contact roll.
Finishing pads can follow either the
top or bottom contact roll or both as
desired.

Cleaning Brush:
Machines can be equipped w¡th a
power driven brush arranged to clean
the sanded surface of the workpiece
as it leaves the machine. This is
generally desirable when varnishing
is to take place directly afterwards.
The brush is equipped with independent
dust hood. Brushes for both top and
bottom surfaces can be provided.

Pinch Rolls:
On machines where a head has a
main drive motor of 75 h.p. or more,
double pinch rolls are fitted on either
side of the contact roll to ensure
efficient traction.

Motorised Gap Adjustment :

The adjustment of the sanding gap
can be fully motorised to permit gap
adjustment to be carried out by push
button control. This is an extremely
useful feature on such multi-head
set-ups as it enables the two heads to
be adjusted simultaneously.

Belt Conveyor:
Where the boards entering the machine
are not flat initially it is preferable that
a belt conveyor should be used for
the first half of the machine so as to
give the best chance of producing
an accurate datum, with final thick-
nessing and finishing being performed
by the bottom head.

Long lnfeed Portion:
An extra long infeed portion of the
conveyor can be supplied to fac¡l¡tate
work loading by means of a hopper
or other autofuatic device located
above the conveyor.

Technical Data for TB-2
Working capacity
50 x 5 in 127O x 127 mm
63 x 5 in 1600 x 127 mm
72x5 in 1830 x 127 mm

Ðiameter of contact roll
13.5 or 18 in 343 or 457 mm

W¡dth of abrasive belt
52 in 1320 mm
65 in 1651 mm
74 in 1880 mm

Length of abrasive belt
103 in 2600 mm

Abrasive belt speed
5,000 ftlmin (1524 m/min)-6,300
ftlmin (1920 m/min) depending
on application
Feed speed
33-100 ftlmin standard (10-30
m/min)
Main motor
40-125 hp depending on applica-
t¡on
Feed motor
3-10 hp depending on application

General Dimensions
Max. height
9ft7in
Length
fitt
width
8ft5in
9ft6in
10ft3in
Approximate weights
27000 lb 12300 ks
31000 lb 14100 ks
35000 lb 16000 ks

TB-3 and TB-4 speedsanders
are illustrated overleaf.

2930 mm

3360 mm

2560 mm
2900 mm
3130 mm
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